Monologue- Jobs and Careers
(Fisrt Person)

In all this years I heard about a lot of works and now I have to chose one. But I
don't want to do somthing normal! I have to chose one job wish helps
someone.
Well if I want to do something like that I have to search more about that
So lets see what I have here....
A fireman? Whaaaat? I'm a women respect me!
Oh okay fireman and firewomen my bad. It is a good job but is dangerous I
don't like to push my self to the limit , oooh they have nice clothes, but I don't
care about that, my clothes will not change nothing except the burns on my
body!
Fisherwomen? Hey look at me I almost killed all the fishes! I don't think so, we
need to save fishes and the boats can pour something toxic on the water.
E-P-A-L? What is this? Oooh they treat the water... this is not important...
WAIT! Without water we can't live and if we can't live we die. OH REALY?
GENIUS! I tought that after we die we would continue living!
This is something important. Isn't it?
Lets see more about EPAL, its a Portuguese company, in Algarve...
(Second Person)

This is unacceptable, I am the director of this and it is one of the most
important companies in Portugal, we work with the water that people drink
and use to their lifes and we don't have people to work here, we need to do
something, and why am I talking alone?
So let me see how many people I need in this company.... I need someone to
analise the water, we can't send water with a low quality to all the people.
I need a Source of the water Manager, to look if we have enough water and
check the quality of the water

A Principal of Infrastructures, to see if the building have problems of if it needs
something
What we need is a new company

(First person)

This is interesting and they need a lot of people its my chance to have a work
that doesn't contaminate the environment. And if they accept me I will need a
house more closer to this place.
(Second person)

I hope someone wants to work here...

